University of Arizona Construction Update

Drachman Street

8/10/17

As promised, Drachman St. east of Cherry, “the turnaround” and the Cat Tran stop which have all been closed or restricted since March, will open for the fall semester. Thank you from the Kitchell/UA and DPR/Banner project teams for your patience as you walked around the barricades, used alternative Cat Tran stops and found other places to turn around this summer. As construction continues, there will be times that a lane of Drachman will be restricted by a crane, but traffic (pedestrians & vehicles) will be directed through the area by flaggers.

For more detailed information on what to expect next week, please see the MAP. If you have questions, please contact Melissa Dryden, Planning, Design and Construction, at mdryden@email.arizona.edu or 621-9251.